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Leaping over the safe and secure boundary
Into the hazy unseen and unknown,
The courageous explorer dares to go.
The desire to know compels
So the door opens for the seeker.
The promise of enlightment beyond,
Envisioned only by the searcher,
Beckons his forward momentum.
What might be gained?
What might be revealed?
What might be discovered?
Will the hunger to know be fulfilled?
Questions, spinning around in his thoughts,
Seek for answers to emerge from shadows,
To appear like the sun peeps through a cloud.
It’s a trek not for the weak in character
Nor the fearful, nor the lazy or satisfied.
Discovery tugs on the courage of a willing heart
And lies across a great chasm from the sheltered,
From those too timid to venture across boundaries.

A strong desire calls out to the explorer
To investigate, to uncover, to expose the unseen;
Go by foot, take a ship, take to flight;
Peer through a microscope or a telescope;
Push through jungles, step on the moon,
Look inward, reach outward, gaze upward.
Mystery, mystery, lurks in the darkness
Clothed by shrouds of gossamer veils.
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Only those who seek in Creation for Creation
Receive its invitation to travel on the quest
To reach through the unknown,
To journey for the thrill of knowledge
Through the dragons of the seas,
Through the demons of the heavens
And discover what only God has designed.
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Psalm 40:5, “Many, O Lord my God, are Thy wonderful works which Thou hast 
done, and Thy thoughts which are to usward: they cannot be reckoned up in order 
unto Thee: if I would declare and speak of them, they are more than can be num-
bered.” KJV


